
A polymer with a highly crystalline and ordered structure will have a greater conductivity than the equivalent amorphous material. We will
investigate the tuning thermal conductivity of paraffin by changing its crystal structure.
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Hybrid and Electric Vehicles

• Electric vehicles can dramatically reduce CO2 emissions.

• Electric vehicles require cheaper long lasting thermal
management systems (TMS).

• Li-ion batteries (LIBs) operate most efficiently in a
temperature range between 20 – 40 °C.

• PCMs are normally considered to be advantageous in helping to maintain battery
operating temperature.

• However, we demonstrate that when exposed to cold temperatures for prolonged
periods of time, there is a point at which the PCM becomes a detrimental to the
system by delaying warming time and thereby decreasing battery capacitance
and power.
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• Testing was done using a battery cycler, multimeters, two thermal couples, and a
freezer (to simulate cold temperature). LabView software was used to record data
of the thermal management system being tested.

• Capacity, power, and time values were plotted against temperature to show
residual effects of the battery cycling.

Fig. 2) Cold temperature hypothesis for experiment. THERMAL PROPERTIES

Fig. 6) (Upper left) no PCM module vs paraffin module for short and long stops. (Upper right) no 
PCM vs AllCell. (Lower left) no PCM vs decanoic acid. (Lower right) no PCM vs lauric acid.

Ideal and Non-ideal PCM TMS

• Each PCM module was compared to the TMS without PCM to determine the
energy improvement and disadvantage.

• We observed that our hypothesis was true.

• For each module, short times were helpful. However, after a half hour exposure
to cold weather conditions the effects were detrimental.

Hypothesis of Phase Change Materials (PCMs)

• PCMs absorb heat to prevent thermal runaway.

• During winter, for short vehicle stops, this heat keeps the batteries warm.

• As PCM absorbs heat from discharging LIBs, there is a reduced warm up rate.

Fig. 3) LIB systems with PCM
composite TMS.
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Ideal and Non-ideal PCM Thermal Management Systems

• Paraffin wax and AllCell composite had melting points exceeding 50°C. Above
this temperature cell degradation and thermal run away begins to occur.

• Fatty acids melt within optimum temperature range for LIBs while maintaining
high enough latent heat capabilities.
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Fig. 4) Initially, LIBs discharged for 30 minutes in room temp. at a constant rate. Then discharging
stopped and LIBs were placed in freezer for different time intervals. Finally, LIBs were removed
from freezer and completely discharged.
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Fig. 5) Melting point and latent heat results of the top six phase change materials.

1) PCMs keep LIBs warmer over short stops.

2) PCMs delay battery warm up rate.

Fig. 7) Energy comparison of LIB module with no PCM in comparison to different PCM modules.
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Fig. 1) 2013 USA total 
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Presentation Notes
Introduction:Underlined headers do not need colons.Be consistent in your use of Li-ion batteries, LIB, and so forth.Low temperature s/b pluralMethods:“Testing was done” is colloquial. What you are really describing here is the test configuration.“Data is gathered” I think has the wrong focus. Perhaps “LIB was discharged over time with xxx data gathered during discharge.Bullet 3 needs to be past tense to be consistent – “were plotted…” And I’m a little confused about the LIB temp increase. This is entirely expected, correct. What are you really interested in? It isn’t just temperature.Results:The labels for the graphs are a bit confusing, because of where the w and w/o PCM show up between the figures. They only apply to the upper figures. Revisit how to label these. The small print labels are clear, so you might try to find a way to make them more pronounced.Thermal PropertiesI’m starting to be confused now because you mention both PCM and paraffin. You need to clearer about what your PCMs are and which you actually report on. And you don’t need to start with text like “It can be seen.” You are in a bullet point and don’t need to the complete sentence. Be explicit in your conclusions. In second bullet, more severe than what?Third bullet is about power change – why is that in thermal properties? Shouldn’t there be something like “power production.”Analysis:Note the figure x axis is not consistent between figures. Looking at these figures carefully, they don’t seem like analysis. They just seem equivalent to the results. What you have in “thermal properties” is more like analysis.Conclusions:Your first bullet is not a conclusion. It is a descriptive statement unrelated to your project. It doesn’t belong here unless you are connecting it to some contrast. This is what you do, but the bullets are too disconnect. The capitance is not always reduced by 8%, is it. Isn’t this only during a long cold stop start-up.If you need more space in your poster, you could create two coluns for your acknowledgements.
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